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An integrated process, which updates supplier records with automatic
approval upon completion of audit and certification, provides a faster,
more agile approach to supplier onboarding. Workflow management
dictates how documents flow through the system and indicates who
must complete a task or approve a document. With a reduced supplier
evaluation time, manufacturers can pivot to meet demand.
Utilizing a central portal gives both you and your suppliers a single
shared view of information, acting as a platform for suppliers to
provide and receive timely information throughout the engagement.
As a result, managing supplier information becomes a collaborative
two-way effort.
Once you have your list of suppliers, managing the flow of information
is next:

Manage your list of trusted suppliers
Now you have your list of suppliers, automating documentation
management increases efficiency further. Rather than chasing
suppliers for necessary standards information, only when the need
arises, instead create workflows to automate information requests.
Workflows direct the system to send automated messages to suppliers
to ensure records are kept up-to-date.
Without a connected system, the phone, email, and a spreadsheet are
your best tools for keeping supplier lists up to date. Whereas a central
‘always-on’ portal allows you to:

•

•

Establish consistent processes; you can define workflows they participate in.
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efficiency.

Agility and speed offer a competitive advantage
for today’s manufacturer.

•

Create a centralized work list; users can view
a centralized work list to view workflow tasks
and approvals assigned to them across all

Microsoft Dynamics 365 has enabled
manufacturers to increase the number of
meaningful customer interactions across
digital and physical channels and created more
opportunities to sell well as a result.

What next?
Agility and speed offer a competitive advantage
for today’s manufacturer. To discover how HSO
can help you combine data and systems to
run sales and marketing activities that deliver
results, book your complimentary, no obligation
consultation to understand what Microsoft
Dynamics 365 can do for your organization.
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